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You get a sale, you earn the 
money, you get paid, and then 
you are unemployed AGAIN...

THAT’S HOW REAL ESTATE 
WORKS. 

That’s commission sales.

You may not think of it this way, but 
in real estate: you're unemployed 
until your next sale.



We should be conducting 
ourselves as a business.

We should not just be real 
estate agents because 
business owners, they are 
able to retire.

There's a difference 
between just being a real 
estate agent and having a 
business.





Most people who think they own a 
business, but they're just self-
employed.

Ask yourself – am I self-employed, 
or am I a business owner?

What you really want is leverage, 
and you have leverage when you 
own a business.

But when you're an investor, your 
money is working for you. This is 
where you want to be.



Why don’t real estate agents retire?



No, never. Why is that? We're professionals, right? We make a lot of 
money, but we're not saving it.

We make lots of money in one closing…and we think that we can ride 
off into the sunset.

Has anyone ever been to a Real Estate 
retirement party?



When I am 65 years old, 
do I want to be showing 
homes on Saturdays and 
Sundays and getting calls 
at night?
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Reasons why real estate agents never retire:

1. No 401K retirement accounts.

2. No retirement contribution matching by an employer.

3. Having to pay more taxes and healthcare costs.

4. Difficulty saving enough for retirement (for reasons 1-3).

5. Rental properties: making $3000 – and spending 1500 on expenses. 
(Not enough cash flow.)

6. No company revenue share or stock options.



OUR INDUSTRY IS SHIFTING 
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• All industries evolve over time, each 
time improving the value proposition for 
its customers. 

CANZELL is the next peg in the evolution of 

offering agents a better opportunity!

AGENTS ARE THE CUSTOMERS



Now And Later 
Effect

The "now" is the transactions helping 
buyers and sellers getting the money in 
the immediate future. But then we have to 
position ourselves so that one day we can 
retire, or at least have some addition to 
our retirement and have that "later" 
money.

So, we have the now and later effect.

We have the now money through the 
transactions, and we have the later money 
through the five tier revenue share and 
stock rewards.
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CANZELL
5-TIER REVENUE SHARE

• You can make $5,000, $10,000, $50,000, 
or more every month!

• Earn 10–25% of the company dollar on 
each agent you personally recruit.

• With just 1 agent, you unlock 3 
levels of revenue share.

• With 15 agents, you unlock the 4th level, 
which pays 15% of company $.

• With 25 agents, you unlock the 5th level, 
which pays 25% of company $. 
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Profit Share
VS.

The distribution of the total amount 
of income generated

by sales.

Revenue Share

The distribution of only the profits—
revenue left over after costs have been 

removed.

Agents have recently switched to CanZell from another brokerage because they 
were making $20.00 or less on their profit share.
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OWNERSHIP STOCK AS REWARDS!

Most companies barely give you anything beyond a gift card.
At CANZELL, you get money back through stock options!



BETTER COMMISSION SPLITS
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• At CanZell Realty, we believe in offering competitive compensation plans. 

• $50/mo E&O Insurance

• NO annual dues

• $14,000 Annual Cap, then 100% commission split

• $50/mo technology fee

• 80/20 commission split



TECHNOLOGY TOOLS ALL INCLUDED
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• We provide these tools & services to our agents every 
month saving them thousands of dollars!
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